


Message from
THE DIRECTOR’S DESK

Director’s Appeal,

Over the years, we at Alkush are proud of the generous support given by our stakeholders and well-wishers 

which has been a great asset and hope to continue as we all grow from strength to strength.

The company is proud of what has been done so far and is looking forward to new challenges and scaling new 

heights in future.

It gives an immense pleasure to give an insight about Alkush; it provides you with a greater understanding of 

the full range of our products and services. 

In a very short span of time Alkush has achieved a supreme position in national market. Our commitment to 

customer satisfaction and quality has helped us achieve the leadership position in the different segments of 

market. Alkush is dedicated to improve the quality of life by developing innovative products and services and 

will continue to investigate new products and services that will both satisfy your needs and provide the best 

value possible.

Alkush desires to reach you by the passage of thoughts, it is an effort to complete myself so that the people 

associated with Alkush feels complete. Alkush is proud of all that it has achieved so far with your support, and 

looking forward to sharing in our mutual successes in the future.

Thanks,

Yours truly,

R.K.Shukla
Managing Director



INTRODUCTION
Today, businesses need to understand the demands of the consumers and address them with solutions that 

enhance their lives. Alkush is committed to offer world-class products born out of experience, innovation 

and expertise. 

Established in 1996 from a different name, came under one roof Alkush Group in the year 2011. Alkush is an 

anagram of Shukla, the family name of our Managing Director. A diversified company, Alkush has spread its 

businesses across diverse sectors including Manufacturing, Hospitality, Human Resources and Properties. 

It is a consumer-focused corporate-driven by innovation-led processes in tune with the needs of the 

consumers. Alkush Group endeavours to serve the society and redefine the outlook of life with the promise of 

the best quality of products and services. 

We are dedicated to enhancing our 
consumer’s quality of life with e�ective 
solutions and creating a positive impact 
on society.

OUR PURPOSE

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

‘To be a leader by’
Driving excellence

Developing innovative and efficient 

services & solutions

Delivering the best in class quality, 

consistently

‘To offer varied & unique 
products & services’ 
Alkush Group aims to provide a wide 

spectrum of unique services and solutions 

with the best talent available. We 

endeavour to offer complete, best in class 

solutions and augment our clients’ base.



At Alkush, we celebrate every member’s
integrity towards the team and the company.
While we follow uncompromised, fair practices
and high business ethics, we also recognise
commitment of our team members. We believe
in honest and transparent work environment
fuelled by dedication to professionalism. 
The team works as one force tor the growth 
of Alkush.

serve with
integrity

Trust is at the core of Alkush. It helps everyone believe
in our brand and the products and services we offer. 
Building trust requires confidence in one’s own work ethic,
patience to understand consumers’ concerns and efforts to 
address them. At Alkush, trust is the first step of the journey
towards long term business success.

inspire with
trust

Our team is at the core of Alkush. Together, we
overcome challenges and achieve our targets.
While our responsibilities are different, we work
as one. We support each other in the times of
crisis and celebrate each other’s achievements.
As a unified work force, the Alkush team works
together to steer Alkush to greater heights.

be as a
team

Our dedicated team is ever ready to enhance
its skills and focus on Alkush’s business goals.
It is enthusiastic to learn new ways to be in
tune with the changing world. While leaders 
at Alkush set world-class standards of working,
the team assists their seniors to deliver the
best results. It is this innate passion of every
team member that creates a dynamic and
fun-filled work culture at Alkush.

act with
passion

 OUR BASIC VALUES

Consumers are important to Alkush. And quality is important
to consumers. We follow stringent standards for all our products 
and services. We constantly strive to offer superior quality products and
value for money. Together, these help us achieve customer satisfaction 
and loyalty.

committed to
quality



AICC
ALKUSH INDUSTRIES
CONSUMER CAREAICM

ALKUSH INDUSTRIES
CONTRACT MANUFACTURING

AIBS
ALKUSH INDUSTRIES
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

ALKUSH INDUSTRIES
Alkush Industries is a premier manufacturing hub with its well-equipped units spread across the length and 

breadth of India. It has also spread its wings in the international market with innovative product ranges including 

personal care, household care, cleaning solutions and manufacturing services. Alkush Industries stands tall in 

the quality assurance arena due to adherence to global industry standards.  

AICC - ALKUSH INDUSTRIES CONSUMER CARE
AICC is an ISO 9001:2008 & GMP (Goods Manufacturing Practice) certified company that has made a mark 

in India as well as in the international market in personal care products with the brand name Pukhraj and 

consumer cleaning solutions with the brand names Lumo, Shine –X , Fab–X and Evos. 

AIBS - ALKUSH INDUSTRIES 
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

AIBS is an ISO 9001:2008 certified 

company that provides ultimate cleaning 

solutions to Indian and international clients. 

It boasts of a number of efficient brands 

like Lumo, Shine-X, Fab-X and Evos. 

Highly active ingredients of superior quality 

ensure that our products stand out in 

the market. 

AICM - ALKUSH 
INDUSTRIES CONTRACT 
MANUFACTURING
AICM handles all the contract manufacturing 

projects for our esteemed clients.

A state-of-the-art infrastructure is available 

to take up contract manufacturing for 

liquids, talcum powders, shampoos etc. 

Currently based out of Daman & Haridwar, 

these manufacturing units offer services to 

clients across the geography of India. 



Pukhraj - Amla Oil
For Healthy Glowing Hair
Pukhraj Amla Oil is enriched with amla, henna and vitamin E. It not only nourishes and purifies 
the scalp but it also induces sound sleep. As a powerful antioxidant it helps to fortify the immune 
system and improve circulation to all parts of the body. It stimulates hair growth and strengthens 
the hair roots too. 
Pukhraj Amla Oil significantly curbs premature greying of hair and helps rejuvenate dull and 
damaged hair. Daily use of the oil replaces all the nourishment lost throughout the day due to 
weather and stress.

Pukhraj - Jasmine Coconut Oil
Jasmine Essence And Coconut Goodness
The essence of jasmine mingled with goodness of coconut makes Pukhraj Jasmine Coconut Oil 
a light, fragrant and non sticky hair oil. The coconut extract and rich fragrance of jasmine gives 
ample nourishment for long and strong hair.
Jasmine is known for its anti-depressant and confidence boosting traits while coconut has a 
cooling effect on the scalp and acts as a natural conditioner. Regular use of Pukhraj Jasmine 
Coconut Oil ensures healthy growth and controls hair fall.

LIFE FOR HAIR
HEALTHY, BEAUTIFUL

LIFE FOR HAIR
HEALTHY, BEAUTIFUL



Pukhraj - Coconut Oil
Pure And Natural Oil For Beautiful Hair
Pukhraj Coconut Oil nourishes the hair from the roots to ensure healthy growth and it also acts 
as a conditioner. Moreover, it has a cooling effect on the scalp.
Pukhraj Coconut Oil has a triglyceride of lauric acid (principal fatty acid) that has high affinity for 
proteins. In addition, it also has low molecular weight and straight linear chain that can 
penetrate inside the hair shaft. 
Besides revitalizing and strengthening the follicles to stimulate growth it prevents hair from 
breakage and controls hair fall.

Pukhraj - Herbal Shampoo
Solution To Rich, Healthy And Glowing Hair
Pukhraj Herbal Shampoo maintains healthy hair without any harmful chemicals. It acts as a 
conditioner and makes hair stronger, shinier and softer. Regular use of this shampoo prevents 
dandruff, breaking of hair and greying. 
Pukhraj Herbal Shampoo thoroughly cleanses the hair and leaves a lasting fragrance. Its herbal 
ingredients maintain the natural colour of hair makes it completely problem free.

Pukhraj - Almond Oil
Loaded With Essential Vitamins
Pukhraj almond oil is enriched with almonds, vitamin E & D. It not only nourishes hair but also 
cherishes skin & health. It nourishes the scalp to prevent overdrying and formation of dandruff. 
It helps condition the hair follicles to let your hair grow healthy and shiny. Pukhraj almond oil 
smoothes hair cuticles & makes hair long, strong & thick. 
The vitamin E present in oil helps you to make the skin tight, thus fighting off the wrinkles. It is 
also great for maintaining the complexion of your skin & lightens dark circles. It acts as a carrier 
for aromatherapy due to its absorbent and moisturizing properties. Regular usage of Pukhraj 
almond oil cures chapped lips & body rashes & also provides relief to strained muscles. 

Pukhraj - Chameli Oil
For Lingering Fragrance And Active Feel
Pukhraj Chameli oil is well known for its therapeutic properties. It has a lingering fragrance which 
refreshes your mind & relieves you from tension. Its natural ingredients include jasmine, coconut, 
fenugreek (methi) seeds, wheat germ extract stimulates blood circulation & cure against 
headache & insomnia. Presence of coconut in Pukhraj chameli oil makes your hair look glossy, 
elongated, thick & stunning.
Pukhraj chameli  oil has cicatrisant property which helps to heal scar marks, boils, acne & 
wounds. Regular use of Pukhraj Chameli oil prevents you from hair fall, dandruff & aging as it has 
antioxidant property.

Pukhraj - Super Cool/Super Cool Plus Oil
Refreshing And Revitalising Ayurvedic Oil
Pukhraj Super Cool Oil is a refreshing and revitalising ayurvedic oil enriched with the rarest of 
natural Himalayan herbs. Its natural ingredients including Brahmi, Amla, Kapur, Khus and Heena 
stimulate energy and control dandruff, hair fall & premature greying of hair. 
Pukhraj Super Cool Oil intensifies the hair from its roots and provides relief to the scalp. It is also 
effective in minimizing problems like fatigue, headache, migraine and insomnia, giving the mind 
and body a refreshing experience.

Pukhraj - Thanda Oil
Cooling Performance Ayurvedic Oil
Pukhraj Thanda Oil comprises a unique blend of supreme cooling elements. This precious potion 
was known to our ancestors and has been handed down over generations. Further research on 
it has ensured a cooling effect and respite from fatigue. The oil also offers relief from chronic 
stress syndromes like tension, headache & sleeplessness.
The oil is enriched with the goodness of Brahmi, Amla & Shikakai for long, strong and dark hair. 
Regular gentle message with Pukhraj Thanda Oil nourishes the roots and leaves a lingering 
fragrance to the hair.





Pukhraj Poshak – Almond Moisturising Oil
Restores volume & scalp’s natural moisture
Pukhraj Poshak Almond Oil enriched with Vitamins E and A, which are good for both skin and hair 
health. It acts as a skin moisturizer facilitating skin lightening and tan removal. Its topical application 
has proved to be the best natural remedy for chapped lips, wrinkles, cracked heels, dry feet and 
hands. Rubbing a small amount of almond oil directly on your scalp increases blood flow to the area 
and introduces powerful antioxidants to the skin on your head. 

Pukhraj Poshak Almond oil is rich in vitamin D, vitamin E and various minerals that help soothe the 
skin from irritation protect the skin from UV radiation damage and restore the skin’s moisture 
barrier. It is used to revitalize and rejuvenate your skin when it's looking a bit dull or tired.

Pukhraj Poshak - Jasmine Nourishing Oil
Anti-depressant non-sticky oil
Pukhraj Poshak Jasmine oil helps strengthen the hair from the root to the tip, making it more 
resilient and less prone to breakage. Being strong natural antiseptic, jasmine oil fights all sorts of 
microbial infections on the scalp leaving the hair beautifully fragrant, which lingers on even after 
washing. The soothing fragrance of jasmine not only calms our mind but it also releases stress and 
boosts our mood instantly.

It's a perfect tonic to balance our beautiful and glowing skin. It evens our skin tone by getting rid of 
dark spots. Also, it's highly trusted because it helps in lightening acne scars and revealing our 
healthy, radiant and sensitive skin. It is best known to provide a natural glow when combining with 
foundation or applied as a makeup primer. It helps in nourishing that relieves dry skin and marks. 
Jasmine oil massage makes your skin more healthy and glowing as the oil increases the suppleness 
of the skin and tones it up.

Pukhraj Poshak - Amla Balancing Oil
For balanced scalp & soft shiny hair
Pukhraj Poshak Amla oil is nutritious oil enriched with amla, vitamin E. It reduce the effects of 
premature aging, it also reduces dry skin making it bright and shine by reducing the appearance of 
scars, blemishes, age spots, and wrinkles.

It's moisturizing and anti-inflammatory properties makes it an excellent choice for the scalp, as it 
prevents dry skin and soothes any irritation which may further cause skin flaking and dandruff. 
Amla oil can be applied to the other areas of the skin and is best used to protect you against topical 
infections and inflammation. It's emollient, moisturizing properties help lock moisture into the hair 
to improve its appearance. Regular application of this antioxidant-rich oil can minimize the 
appearance of these age-related symptoms by stimulating growth and blood flow.

Pukhraj Poshak - Chameli Refreshing Oil
A refreshing Oil to hydrate & soften
Pukhraj Poshak Chameli Oil is our nourishing product with all the natural goodness in it and at the 
same time which is very light to carry and has a great fragrance of Chameli in it. Our product is 
chemical free and non sticky. It strengthens the roots of the hair by fighting the dandruff and dry 
skin itchiness. While massaging the scalp it also improves the blood flow of the scalp. It restores 
moisture and contains vitamin E, vitamin K and iron in it which makes your hair healthy. It controls 
your hairfall as its anti-bacterial oil.

Pukhraj Poshak Chameli Oil makes your hair look smooth, soft and silky and shinny. This hair oil 
helps in rapid hair growth. You will be extremely amazed at the miraculous effects of using this hair 
oil. It releases all your stress and gives you a cool, happy and a fresh look.
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Color & Fibre Lock Technology Of Fab-X Ultra 

You love coffee, red wine and chocolate milk shakes, just not 
on your clothes. Fab-X ultra is a Game changer so with 
unique Color and Fiber Lock Technology it locks your 
fraying fibres. 

Your whites stay white and your colors stay bright. Now you 
can indulge in your favourite foods without having to worry 
about your wardrobe.

Rich Fragrance Of Fab-X Original

To make your regular washing become a pleasure, Fab-X 
Original Laundry detergent is going to leave your clothes 
cozy, cuddly and smelling lovely.

Fab-X Original is a Formula with smart clean technology 
seeks out dirt and stains in a revolutionary new way to deliver 
beautifully clean clothes with just one scoop.

Fab-X Advance Washing For 
Dazzling Whiteness

Fab-X Advance will make your clothes Thank You. Fab-X 
Advance helps to brighten your Wardrobe and takes you 
ahead of the whiteness and leaves with rich fragrance. 

Fab-X Advance has Radiance Molecules that help it to 
dissolve faster, penetrate deeper and act instantly to make 
your clothes dazzling bright.
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One Swipe To Shine On Floor Lumo - Floor Cleaner

To make you dream Home look its best with taking care of your Floors, Lumo Floor Cleaner is 
developed for One Swipe to Shine with deep action formula to extend the Life of your floor. 

It kills germs and provides long lasting freshness. It swipes are an easy and healthy way to 
clean the floor whilst killing harmful bacteria.

Smart Dishwashing With Shine-X – Dishwash Gel

When the plates pile up, there’s no greater relief than knowing you have an ample reserve 
of this naturally derived grease-fighting Dishwash Gel.

Shine X Dish wash Gel has a unique formula making it non messy and gentle to the skin, 
thus leaving both your dishes as well as your hands clean, smooth and pleasant.

Evos Fruit & Veggie Wash to Eat Clean and Stay Healthy

Evos Fruit & Veggie Wash is the all-natural way to remove germs, waxes, chemical residues, 
soil and surface micro-organism from vegetables and fruits. Its unique formula has no 
harmful chemicals added but uses naturally derived ingredients like neem & tulsi extracts which 
contains antibacterial & antiviral properties that remove toxins and help fight bacteria.

Washing with Evos Vegetable and Fruit Wash is more effective than washing in water alone 
and can double the shelf life of fruits and vegetables.

A Drop Of Evos Handwash To Healthy Habit

To treat your hands with something special. Our Evos luxuriously rich nourishing hand 
wash hydrates, cleanses and softens. Because hands need pampering, too.

We hand-selected nutrient-rich ingredients and combined them with our unique derived 
hydrating complex for better moisturizing and protection against germs.

Zero-stain Performance With Lumo Toilet Bowl Cleaner 

Lumo Toilet Bowl Cleaner is the strongest Toilet Bowl Cleaner, when you need a truly 
deep clean.

It has advanced Disinfectant formula specifically formulated against Bacteria, Virus & Fungi 
for tough cleaning & Stain removal. 

Enjoy a sparkling clean experience of your toilet.

Crystal Clear Shine With Lumo Glass Cleaner

Streaks? No, Thanks. Shine? Yes, Please.

Our power technology eliminates dirt, dust and pesky handprints—with no streaks. 
Experience a Crystal clear Glass with Lumo Glass Cleaner for fast-acting and a powerful 
multi-surface cleaner leaves any glass surfaces shiny.

Droplets of Pro-Clean Evos Hand Sanitizer for healthy and safe life

Evos Pro-Clean Hand Sanitizer enriched with Neem and Tulsi are the best to combat 
germs. It hydrates and moisturizes skin to give it a soothing effect and prevents bacterial 
skin infection. It is very effective because of its antibacterial properties. It can also be used 
as and persistent antiseptic. It kills many different kinds of bacteria, including antibiotic 
resistant bacteria fungi viruses.





 Air Freshner
 Ready to use Odor control & 
 air neutrilizer 

 Floor Cleaner Concentrate
 Use to clean, disinfect and
 protect your floors

 Glass Cleaner Concentrate
 Removes Tough grime & 
 shiny surface

 Furniture Maintainer
 Cleans up the furniture & 
 restores natural look

 Toilet Bowl Cleaner

 Leaves Shiny and clean surface

 Bathroom Cleaner-cum-
 Sanitizer Concentrate

 Stain resistant. Removes
 tough stain

 Floor Stripper

 Non Hazardous & fast stripping

L1

 Bathroom Cleaner
 Concentrate

 Removes greasy soils from 
 all surfaces

 Carpet Detergent

 Aggressively removes
 embedded soil & residue

 Carpet Shampoo

 Neutral concentrated detergent 
 for cleaning carpets

 Floor Cleaner Concentrate

 Scuff, scratch and 
 abrasion resistant

 Heavy Duty Floor Cleaner/
 Degreaser

 Heavy duty formulation for
 tough greasy soil

 Hygienic Hard Surface
 Cleaner Concentrate

 Multi purpose on Floors, toilets
 sinks, windows etc.

 Marble Maintainer

 Gives a new shine to your 
 marble by removing stains

 Heavy Duty Disinfectant

 Antibacterial solution effective 
 against germs

L8
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L11

L12

L13
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Marble Maintainer

Cleans, Maintains, Restores & Protects

freshness all day long ECO
SAFE

a product from ALKUSH room hygiene

Shiny Marble
Slip Resistant

Crystalised Marble
Natural Appearance
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 All-Purpose Cleaner
 Concentrate

 Cleaning for  wall, floors, table, 
 chairs etc

 All-Purpose Sanitiser
 Concentrate

 All-purpose cleaner

 Multi-Purpose Cleaner/
 Concentrate

 Multi tasking cleaner for
 all purpose

 Stainless steel Polish

 Cleans and polishes in one step

 Descaler

 Removes limescale 
 from equipments

 Heavy duty Degreaser

 Sparkles & give stainless result

 Manual Dishwash

 Gentle manual dishwash cleaner

 Silverware Dip

 Cleans old and tarnished 
 silverware

 Drain Cleaner

 Unblock the passage & 
 clean residue

 Oven/grill Cleaner

 Removes heavy build-up in 
 food premises

 Liquid Destainer

 Removes stubborn stains
 from crockery

 Fabric Softener Concentrate

 Softening of Fabric; Towels,
 Napkins, Bed Sheets

 Fabric Xtrasoftner

 Extra Softening of fabrics

 Fabric Sanitizer

 Residual sanitization

FX1

FX2

FX3

SX1
SX7

SX8

SX10

SX11

SX9

SX2

SX3

SX4

SX5

KITCHEN CARE

FABRIC CARE

SX6

FX 51

25 kg

Superior
Performance

Detergent

Advanced laundry
detergent

 Superior Performance
 Detergent

 Advanced laundry detergent

FX51
FX 52

25 kg

Alkali
Booster

Special formulation
to remove
heavy soils

 Alkali Booster

 Special formulation to remove 
 heavy soils

FX52



PERSONAL CARE

 Hand Cleanser

 Gentle hand cleanser for greasy

 Gentle Hand Cleanser

 Gentle handwash

 Disinfectant Cleanser

 Disinfectant handwash

 Evos Hand Sanitizer

 Combats germs, bacteria, 
 fungi and viruses

 Evos Hand Rub Disinfectant

 Antibacterial Solution, 
 effective against germs

 Evos Hand Sanitizer Gel
 Disinfectant - IPA

 Promotes good hygiene
 and health

 Evos Hand Sanitizer
 Disinfectant - IPA

 Prevents from germs, bacteria 

 Evos Hand Sanitizer Gel
 Disinfectant - Ethyl Alcohol 

 To fight bacteria, fungi
 and viruses

 Evos Hand Sanitizer
 Disinfectant - Ethyl Alcohol 

 Disinfects from germs
 and viruses

 Evos 99.9% Sterilization
 Wash Free Hand Sanitizer
 Rinse free hand rub which is 
 gentle on hands with antiseptic
 moisturizing properties

 Evos Pro - Clean Hand
 Sanitizer Gel
 Antiseptic & antibacterial gel
 effective against bacteria, 
 fungi & viruses

 Pro – Clean Hand Sanitizer
 Rinse-free protection on-the-go
 by killing 99.9% germs 
 without water

E1

E2

E3

E4

E6

E5

E7

E8

E9

E10

E11

E12

Antiseptic & Antibacterial Moisturizing Gel

PRO-CLEAN
HAND 
SANITIZER GEL

Effective against bacteria,
fungi and viruses

NEEM & TULSI EXTRACT

MEGA SAVER PACK

only

5 Litre

E 11
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ALKUSH HOSPITALITY
Alkush Hospitality is a hospitality service-oriented venture. We offer dedicated support structure that 

facilitates effectively across all facets of hospitality service development and operations. We believe in 

providing single-source solutions for specific requirements of our valued clients. 

INDUSTRIAL CANTEEN
When it comes to food, Alkush endeavours to provide the best in class service, location and crew. Besides 

adding a designer touch, Alkush ensures that the quality of food is not compromised at any cost.In addition, 

self-owned delivery vehicles offer timely delivery as per the client’s requirements. 

PUKHRAJ MULTI CUISINE RESTAURANT
Pukhraj Multi Cuisine Restaurant at Daman is a full service oriented restaurant with dedicated meal courses. 

The main focus of Pukhraj Multi Cuisine Restaurant is on our menu, service & atmosphere. Pukhraj is a 

vegetarian restaurant and boasts of a perfect combination of flavors, colours, tastes, aromas and textures. 

Combination of food and art makes our food 

taste good and look good.  With our latest 

offerings, our prime focus is to offer the 

finest, most authentic and original recipes 

with a conscious effort to prepare consistent 

dishes across locations.

We have special arrangements for events 

like birthday parties, kitty parties, corporate 

get together & marriage catering.

PRAYAG THALI
Prayag Thali is a unique concept of Alkush 

Hospitality which is to focus on the Experience 

the taste of royalty with home-made Indian 

style Thali that will pamper your taste buds 

like never before. Prayag Thali is determined 

to provide Healthy and nutritional Food made 

with natural ingredients. We focus on enriching 

and nourishing the lives balancing innovative 

solutions and service excellence.

INDUSTRIAL
CANTEEN

PRAYAG THALI

PUKHRAJ
MULTI CUISINE
RESTAURANT

M U L T I  C U I S I N E  R E S T A U R A N T

F O O D  P R O D U C T S



MANPOWER

GARDENING AND
LANDSCAPING

CONSULTANTS
STATUTORY OBLIGATION

FACILITY
MANAGEMENT/
HOUSEKEEPING

CONTRACT
MANUFACTURING
SERVICES

LOADING AND
UNLOADING
SERVICES

ALKUSH HUMAN RESOURCES
Alkush Human Resources offers expertise & solutions for manpower and related services for various 

businesses. We ensure that our services are tailored to suit the clients’ needs, business culture and 

management structure. 

FACILITY MANAGEMENT/HOUSEKEEPING
We assist our customers by delivering competent manpower for different occupations as per the customer’s 

needs. We act as a solution provider to all our clients of the given space and work environment including the 

ambiance equipment and people who operate them within.

CONTRACT MANUFACTURING SERVICES
Alkush Human Resources also provides contract manufacturing services (CMS) for both in-house and 

outdoors. We have a strong system for standard operating procedure (SOPs), quality management systems, 

appropriately trained personnel, independent quality control (QC) or quality assurance (QA) units and suitably 

designed equipment and facilities. 

LOADING AND UNLOADING SERVICES
It includes transporting the goods to where the 

recipient may require them in the premises, getting 

them checked and receiving delivery or collection 

documents signed. 

GARDENING AND LANDSCAPING
We do following operations under gardening & 

landscaping: Hard Landscaping, Soft Landscaping, 

Treework, Planting, Operations & Management of 

Daily  Schedules,  Periodic Maintenance

MANPOWER
We assist our customers by delivering competent 

manpower for different occupations as per the 

client’s needs. We act as a solution provider to all 

our customers. We provide trained human resources 

who perform quality work in each service and sector. 

We keep the specific requisites of the clients in mind 

before selecting the candidates. Alkush Human 

Resources is a provider of permanent, temporary 

and contract recruitment.

CONSULTANTS
These are some of the major laws which require not 

only regular payouts by industrial units but also 

involve filing of periodic returns and maintenance of 

registers and records. We maintain all records which 

come under factories act 1948.



ALKUSH PROPERTIES
The company is committed towards managing and constructing various properties including commercial, 

residential and industrial. We ensure that every project involves latest equipments, superior quality raw 

material, well-trained staff and other requisite factors.

CONSTRUCTION 
Alkush Properties handles various kinds of infrastructural projects to suit the client's requirements. Along 

with managing and constructing projects, Alkush Properties provides definition and design solutions for 

various kinds of construction projects. 

EQUIPEMENTS / RAW MATERIAL
Alkush Properties provides latest and most efficient equipments and tools for construction & building 

projects. All the equipment and technological support is offered on lease as and when required by our clients. 

WORK TEAM
Alkush Properties provides all kinds of manpower 

required for construction projects, including: 

Ground workers, Masons, Bricklayers, Plasterers. 

Tilers, Kitchen fitters, Carpenters, Electricians, 

Roofers Concrete specialists, Joiners, Plumbers, 

Decorators, Window fitters, Project managers, 

Surveyors, Architects/designers

INFRASTRUCTURE
We provide complete infrastructure support for new 

office set up or renovations of corporate offices. We 

also offer consultations about vendors for any of 

your office requirements right from stationery, 

computers and other IT related products. 

Interiors is one of the most important facet of 

Alkush Properties. We designate specialized and 

skilled staff, designers and architects who 

execute design, architecture, theme etc. 

CONSULTANTS
Alkush properties acts as a consultant in various 

fields like: Technology, Selling & Purchasing, 

Liasion, Solution and Safety.

CREATION
We have taken project work for the following 

industries: Savrio Organic Gujarat Ltd., Aristo 

Pharma, Soverign Pharma, United Phosphorous 

Ltd., BN industries Anchor Electrical, PVC 

convertor, USV Ltd.

WORK TEAM

EQUIPMENTS / 
RAW MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

CONSULTANTS

CREATION

INFRASTRUCTURE
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